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How to use this framework?
This framework will help you to grow your business through content marketing.
At Great Scott! we believe that great content can grow any business. However,
many companies struggle to get real results from their content marketing efforts.
That’s why we decided to go back to basics and write down our entire strategic
approach. In this framework, we share the steps you need to take in order to create
a high-performing content marketing strategy. Be aware that this is ‘only’ the
beginning. At Great Scott!, we offer advanced knowledge, tools and frameworks for
every step in this process. Feel free to reach out to us for a tailored proposal.
But this framework should get you going. For free. Read it, execute it. And hold on.
Because… when this baby hits 88MPH you’ll see some serious sh*t.

About
Great Scott!
Trustpilot score:

At Great Scott!, we help companies to grow their business with content marketing.
We strongly believe in a new generation of marketing: less invasive, more valuable
and highly profitable.
We focus on creating a clear marketing plan for your business.
A plan that consists of strategic content marketing solutions to overcome your
marketing challenges.
We help, teach and inspire you to fully embrace this new generation of marketing.
The driving force behind Great Scott! is Thierry De Vynck. One of the first inbound
marketing pioneers in Belgium. Since our official launch in 2016, we've completed over
75 content marketing projects, for companies such as Nike, Van Geloven and
AreTheyHappy. This framework is entirely based on our experiences from these
projects and is designed to get your marketing back to the future.
Enjoy!

P.S. If you get stuck along the way, or if you’re in need of someone to complete this framework for you.
Just send us an email on thierry@great-scott.be. We’re here to help.

This is the framework
Our framework is based on 2 layers: a

project that will get you closer to your

strategic foundation and an ongoing,

end-goal. It can be a launch campaign, a

quarterly routine.

lead generation project, etc.

The foundation consists of three elements

We recommend to run through the

that help you to stay on track and make

routine quarterly. Every other aspect of

the right choices. You define this layer

business is organized quarterly as well.

once and review it annually. It’s your

So why would marketing be an

compass in a world of endless

exception? Secondly, it helps you to

opportunities.

progress steadily. Each quarter you’ll
launch new content. perfectly in sync with

The second layer, the quarterly routine, is

your goals.

helps you to create a clearly defined
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Step 1
Define your content
marketing goals
Always define your goals first. Always.

all, great goals help you to keep your

If you have no clue what your end-goal is,

focus and make the right decisions:

how are you going to evaluate your

Every idea or initiative that doesn’t

efforts? How do you know if your plan is

contribute directly to your goals shouldn't

successful if you don’t know what

be executed.

success looks like? Always ask yourself:
“What am I trying to accomplish?”.

But what is a great goal? We’ll share
some examples on the next page, but

Do this before you start. Repeat it with

make sure they are SMART:

every piece of content you create. After

S

M

A

R

T

_
Specific

_
Measurable

_
Attainable

_
Relevant

_
Time-bound

Is your objective

Can you actually

Is your goal realistic?

Is your goal relevant to

Is there a specific

detailed enough to

measure the goal?

Can you succeed?

the problem you’re

timeframe to reach your

trying to solve?

goal?

measure real problems
and opportunities for
your business?
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Step 1
Content marketing goals

You’ve probably heard of SMART goals

marketing. It is also important to notice

before. This concept is very easy and

that all of these goals have a real

straightforward. However, over 80% of

business meaning.

all the companies we meet, don’t have

Try to avoid vanity metrics such as “Get

clearly defined goals in place. To get you

more page likes” or “increase our

started, we selected 5 real-life examples

engagement.” They have no immediate

of SMART Goals. All of these goals can

business impact and shouldn’t be your

be reached, by investing in content

main focus.

•

We want to increase our online revenue with 50% within two years.

•

We want to get 1 referral from every client in the next 10 months.

•

We want to reduce churn by 25% by the end of 2020.

•

We want to increase our average order value of online sales to $100
per customer before December 31.

•

We want to generate 5,000 new online leads before the start of Q4.

Where do you get information to

goals. This sounds very logical, but we do

define your content marketing goals?

meet a lot of companies where sales and

First of all, look at your company’s data

marketing are competing with each other.

and the overall business strategy. What

For instance, sales might be focussing on

can you learn from previous actions? But

up-selling existing customers while

our best piece of advice is: talk to your

marketing is focussing on growing its

colleagues. Talk to your management,

Instagram reach. Don’t make that

talk to sales, discover their priorities and

mistake. You're in the same team.

plans… and then align your goals with

Collaborate closely and prove that

theirs. Make sure that your marketing

marketing is an essential piece in your

goals contribute to the overall business

business’s growth plan.
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Step 2
Define your
buyer personas

Buyer personas provide a way to divide

1) Based on market research:

your audience into different groups. It’s a

Use real data and research to create

segmentation model that starts from the

your buyer personas. Surveys,

daily goals, challenges and needs of your

interviews and focus groups are key to

audience.

understand how your target audience
makes decisions.

What is a buyer persona?
A buyer persona is a fictional,

2) Easy to understand:

generalized representation of your

Avoid complex language, buzzwords

ideal customer. On the next page, you’ll

and jargon. Everyone in your company

find an example of our buyer persona

should be able to understand your

template. These personas help you to

audience at a glance.

understand your (future) customers better
and make it easier for you to tailor your

3) Real goals and challenges:

marketing efforts to their specific needs,

You’re creating buyer personas to

behaviors, and concerns.

understand how your audience makes
decisions, so you can create content

The strongest buyer personas:

to influence that decision making

1) Are based on actual market research

process. Try to find what your

2) Are easy to understand

audience is trying to accomplish and

3) Start from real goals and challenges.

why they are currently not succeeding.
That should be your starting point.
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Step 2
Buyer personas

Buyer personas: what do they look like?

Buyer Persona template - © 2020, Great Scott!

Stereotypes and false assumptions

lost leads. Try to understand how they

are the biggest threats for buyer

make decisions. It’s the only thing that

personas. Be aware that you don’t

really matters in a buyer persona

include any information in your buyer

exercise.

persona template if it doesn’t come from
research or interviews. Buyer personas

P.S. Don’t forget to talk to sales,

are the core foundation of your content

customer care and other colleagues who

marketing strategy. So make sure you

regularly get in touch with customers.

start with the right information. We highly
recommend to interview at least 10

Need help? Click here

diﬀerent customers, leads or previously

At Great Scott! we provide tailored buyer persona solutions.
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“

You are t ryi ng to under stand
how your audience makes
decis ions,
so you can create content to
inf luence t heir decision
making pro cess.

Step 3
Define your
Story

The final step of the first layer is your

competition. The ‘WHAT’ is what you

story. What are you going to tell?

offer: your products and services.

Look at your story as the main promise of

In the next steps of our framework, you

your business. The thing you want people

will come up with tangible content ideas

to remember after they close their

and campaigns. So in this stage of the

browsers or put their smartphones away.

framework, it’s crucial to focus on your
‘WHY’.

While there are various different strategic
models to find your story, we recommend

Be aware that your WHY is more than just

to work with Simon Sinek’s ‘Golden

a marketing story. It has to be authentic,

Circle’.

credible and relevant. You can typically
find your why in the origin story of your

In this model, you learn to tell your story

business or in its core values.

in three layers:
In case you’re wondering: Great Scott's
1) The ‘Why’

WHY is: “We believe that marketing can

2) The ‘How’

be less invasive, more valuable and highly

3) The ‘What’

profitable.”

Your ‘WHY’ is your fundamental purpose/
belief. The ‘HOW’ is how you do things.

Watch this video
In this video, Simon Sinek explains his Golden Circle model.

It’s what makes you different from your
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Now y ou know
what y ou want to achieve,
who you want to reach
& what you want to tell them.

If you struggle to compl ete these steps,
or you want to pi ck our brain and benefit f rom
our expert ise, reach out to us.
SEND US YO UR CHA L LENGE →

Step 4
Quarterly planning

At this point you know what your end-

and so on. Until you’re standing on top of

goal is, who your audience is and what

the Mount Everest feeling proud and

you are going to tell them. So now it’s

thinking “How did I end up here?”

time to create a plan.
That’s what we try to achieve with the
It’s possible at this stage, to feel a bit

second part of our framework. Instead of

overwhelmed. Or even paralyzed by the

focusing on the end-goal (the top of your

stress, thinking about everything you

Mount Everest), we focus on the first

need to do. That’s ok. At Great Scott! we

basecamp. Each quarterly routine brings

usually compare this feeling with

you to the next basecamp. We’re going

mountain climbing. Right now, you’re

to define a milestone on the road to the

standing at the bottom of the Mount

top and create a campaign to get us

Everest. And even though you might be a

there. Once we reach that milestone, we

trained climber and you have all the right

move to the next one.

equipment with you, you're probably
thinking: “Holy cow, that’s a high

We strongly recommend to pick at least

mountain.”

one milestone, every single quarter. Every
aspect of business is organized quarterly,

But then your focus shifts. Your first

so why not marketing?

mission is to reach the first basecamp.
Once you reach that basecamp, your

Look at your goals, pick a milestone and

next mission is to reach the second

focus all your efforts for the next 90 days

basecamp. And then the third, the fourth

on reaching that milestone!
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Step 4
Quarterly planning

How do you choose your milestone?

launching an offer to your existing

Your milestone should be something that

customers first. This first step can be very

you and your team can accomplish within

small and comes in many different

the next 90 days. If you succeed, it

shapes. From publishing your new

should bring you closer to your end-goal.

website to inviting all your customers for
dinner. You decide. Whatever helps your

Ideally, you look at your goal and you

business grow. But make sure you isolate

work backwards. If it’s your goal to

one clear milestone as this will be your

double your revenue before the end of the

main focus for the next 90 days.

year, you might want to start with

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

END

_
Get 150
downloads on
our white paper

_
Activate old
databases with
an open rate of
min. 20%.

_
Ask every client
for at least 1
referral

_
Sales has to
talk to every
qualified lead
from Q1-2 & 3.

_
Double our
number of
clients before
Dec 31.

Example of quarterly milestones to reach a SMART end-goal.

In this example, we focus on four different

past experiences and general marketing

activities to reach out end goal: doubling

or industry benchmarks.

the number of clients before the end of
the year. Each quarter, a specific

If you don’t have any data or past

milestone has to be reached, in order to

experiences to start with, the

achieve the end-goal. These milestones

benchmarks on the next page might

are based on specific company data,

come in handy!
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Step 4
Quarterly planning

Online marketing
benchmarks
Traffic Building

Paid search is the traffic source with the

More than ¾ of all internet users say they

highest, average conversion rate: 2.9%

read blog articles on a regular basis.

(Episerver, 2019)

(Quoracreative, 2019)
Display advertising has the lowest
Marketers who focus on blogging are 13x

conversion rate: 0,7%. (Episerver, 2019)

more likely to see a positive ROI.
(HubSpot, 2019)

The average European order value in ecommerce is €121.76 across all

With Instagram advertising you have a

industries. (Wolfgang digital, 2019)

possible reach of over 849 million users.
(SocialMediaToday, 2020)

Using videos on landing pages will
increase conversions by 86%.

The average LinkedIn user spends 17

(Wordstream, 2018)

minutes on the platform per
month. (Wordstream, 2018)

After watching a video, 64% of internet
users are more likely to buy a product

Facebook ads have an average click

online. (Forbes, 2017)

through rate (CTR) of 0.72% (CXL, 2019)
Strategic landing pages have an average
Conversion

visit to lead conversion rate of 20%.

The overall conversion rate (orders/visits),

(Great Scott!)

across all industries is 3.00% (Adobe,
2020)

You can find more reliable marketing
benchmarks here.
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Let th e f un begin.
The first basecamp is
now defined.
You are now ready t o st art the quarterly
routi ne and c re a t e a c ontent marketing
cam pai gn that fits your strategy and will help
you t o reach your goal s. Continue to step 5 .

An d d on’t forget, we’re still here to help.
SEND US YO UR CHA L LENGE →

Step 5
Create a
content oﬀer
In this quarterly routine, we highly

your buyer persona to overcome his/her

recommend to start by creating a

challenges. It should be so valuable, that

conversion point.

your visitor is willing to ‘pay’ for this
content offer with their personal data.

By doing this first, you will have a clear

Data you can then use to see if they are a

end point where all your content

potential fit for your company.

marketing efforts come together. This is
also the place where your low-hanging

Content offers come in all shapes and

fruit can convert.

sizes. We’ll share some examples on the
next page.

Without a content offer, you will spend a
lot of time on creating the most amazing

How do you find the right content

blog articles ever (for instance), without

oﬀer?

getting any leads. This is a major pitfall. If

Brainstorm with your sales and marketing

you don’t present a clear call to action to

team. Your starting point is:

your audience, your efforts are wasted.

•
•
•
•
•

Your readers will just return to scrolling
their Instagram newsfeed.
What is a content oﬀer?

The goal of your buyer persona
The challenges of your buyer persona
The media your buyer persona uses
Your company’s goal
Your brand’s story & personality

A content offer is a high value piece of
content. Something that will really help

A great offer checks all the boxes.
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Step 5
Content oﬀer

A few examples of content offers in each stage of the funnel:

Awareness
_
Top of the funnel

Consideration
_
Middle of the funnel

Decision
_
Bottom of the funnel

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

eBooks & white papers
Trend reports
Checklists
Magazines
10x Blog articles
Newsletters
Speaker slides
Data & Research
Quizzes & contests

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Detailed case studies
Comparison guides
Calculators
Webinars
Event registrations
Email series
Online courses

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demo
Free trials
Audit
Consultations
Templates
Coupons
Other incentives
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Step 5
Content oﬀer

If your buyer persona is the CEO of a

audience to move forward. It helps them

small business, with very limited free time

to better understand who you are and

available, an elaborate white paper isn’t

what you do/how you do it. Which is an

such a good idea. A podcast or a short

ideal foundation to launch the next move

video demo are better ideas for this

of your marketing & sales funnel.

particular persona.
If you really don’t know what the
If your company is active in the event

topic of your content oﬀer should

industry, you might want to create event-

be… then keyword-research, industry

related content offers. Organize a small

magazines & websites and online groups

event, an online training or a live webinar.

are valuable sources of inspiration. What

This fits your brand’s personality and

is your audience talking about? What are

activities way better than just another

they searching? These are the topics they

newsletter or ebook.

are interested in. Why would you Google
something, if you don’t care about it?

Always make sure that your content

Why would you spend your valuable time

oﬀer fits your buyer persona and your

on commenting on something online, if

brand. Otherwise, any of your

you don’t care about it.

competitors can outperform you by doing
the exact same thing.

The internet is full of insights. Your
audience is actively sharing what keeps

But wait, is it really a good idea to

them up a night. These topics are the

share my knowledge for free?

perfect starting point for your next

Yes it is. It’s based on a very simple

content offer.

principle that transcends business: give
first, then ask. You share a part of your
knowledge for free, which helps your

Need help? Click here
At Great Scott! we can help you to create high value and unique
content offers for your next content campaign.
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“

By sh aring your know ledge
for free, yo u help your buyer
pers ona to overcom e his/her
chal lenge s.
This estab li shes a
foundation of trust.
And trust is the perfect base
to bu ild long lasting
relationship s.

Step 5
Content oﬀer

Make sure you have a form strategy

We highly recommend to define your form

In order for people to ‘pay’ for your

strategy in close collaboration with

content offer with your personal data, you

your sales team. In the end, you want to

need a contact form on your website.

hand off the leads you generate with your
content offer to sales. So make sure you

Your form fields should be directly

have the right information that sales need,

relevant to what you offer. If you’re

to close the lead. So ask sales: "What

offering a weekly newsletter via email, it’s

information will help you to close the

not necessary to ask for a street address.

deal?”

It will only kill your conversion rate as
people will fear that you're just after their

Be aware, that you don’t forget the first

data. So make sure you ONLY ask for

rule: your form fields should be directly

data that is actually relevant.

relevant to what you offer. It’s not
because sales wants a telephone

Additionally, awareness offers are less

number, that you have to include it.

valuable than decision offers. So your

Telephone numbers are conversion killers.

forms should be shorter in the awareness
stage. At Great Scott! we typically follow

Last but not least, make sure everything

this guideline:

you do is GDPR-compliant. You have to
store and secure the data you collect,

• Awareness: max. 4 form fields

allow people to unsubscribe anytime, and

• Consideration: max. 6 form fields

only process and use the data if you have

• Decision: min. 6 form fields

permission. For example, don’t send your
newsletter automatically to everybody

Of course, you can use queued form

who attended a webinar. You don’t have

fields and smart forms to avoid asking the

that permission. You can learn more on

same information over and over again.

GDPR on the official website.
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Step 5
Content oﬀer

Here’s an example of the form fields we
defined for a client. It contains all the
information you need to create a form in
each stage of the funnel.
Stage

Awareness
_
Top of the
funnel

Consideration
_
Middle of the
funnel

Type of Field

Obligatory?

Fixed or
queued?

First name

Open text field

Yes

Fixed

Name

Open text field

Yes

Fixed

Business Email

Email field

Yes

Fixed

Job title

Open text field

No

Queued

Form Field

All awareness fields + the following fields:
Company Name

Open text field

Yes

Queued

Biggest challenge

Drop down

Yes

Queued

All awareness & consideration fields + the following fields:

Decision
_
Bottom of the
funnel

Annual budget

Drop down

No

Queued

Current provider/
partner

Open text field

No

Queued

Telephone number

Open text field

No

Queued

Number of team
members

Drop down

No

Queued
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Step 6
Create a
conversion path
Once you’ve defined your conversion

An example: you’re a car dealership. On

point, it’s time to think about your

your website, your content offer is a car

follow-up flow. This is the path you

configurator. After someone completes a

want people to follow after they have

configuration, they have to fill in a form to

downloaded your content offer. This path

save the configuration. If they do this,

ultimately leads to sales.

they also receive a photo of their dream
car to share on social media.

The goal of these conversion paths is to
remove potential barriers in the

But this is just the beginning. You want

decision making process.

them to buy the car, not just share it. So
you launch a series of automated emails.

Traditionally, a conversion path consists of

One email talks about the safety of the

automated emails. But in a more

car. Another one talks about the total cost

advanced and innovative approach, you

of ownership. Another email shares the

can also include remarketing ads,

story of a family who purchased the same

chatbots and text messages.

car. Step by step, you’re making sure that
your leads are constantly daydreaming

On the next pages, we share our best

about your car. And then you send

practices to create the ultimate

another email: an invitation for a testdrive.

conversion path. We’ll focus on

If they accept, they leave your marketing

automated emails, but you can apply the

funnel.

best practices to any other channel.

They are now sales qualified leads.
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“

The ideal length
of a follow -up flow
is the av erage length
of th e s ale s cycle.

Step 6
Conversion path

Here are some of our best practices:

final stage, while impulsive decision

1 email = 1 message

makers go back and forth and might give

One conversion path consists of multiple

your sales team a very hard time.

emails. Focus on one single message in
each email. Each email should contain

Experiment with intervals

only one call-to-action. The email itself

Timing is essential. You want your leads

should try to remove a barrier that keeps

to read your email on the right moment.

the receiver from taking action.

Use your data wisely and experiment with
intervals. Based on our own experience,

Use plain text emails

we recommend the following best

It’s a common best practice to remove as

practices:

much design element as possible in this
stage of the funnel. Marketing elements

• First week: Min. 24h - Max. 48h

such as images, headers or fonts distract

• Week 2 - 5: Min. 3 days - Max. 7 days

the reader from the CTA. You want your

• Week 5+ : Min. 7 days - Max. 14 days

emails to look like they come from a real
person. You want the reader the focus on

This keeps the momentum going in the

the content, not on the format.

beginning and fades out, as they show
less interest.

Provide shortcuts
Not every decision-making process is

Be aware that the ideal timing depends

lineair. Not everybody will follow your

on your industry. Online retailers have

conversion path. Provide shortcuts to the

shorter intervals. Heavy B2B industry can

end-goal in each message. But make

have longer ones. Look at your historical

sure it doesn’t steal the spotlight from

data and experiment with different timings

your primary CTA. A well-informed lead

so you learn the ideal timing. And make

has less chance to start doubting in the

sure you’re never being too pushy.
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Step 6
Conversion path

Personalize your messages

in your CRM to trigger email campaigns

Your audience filled in a form and shared

automatically.

personal data by doing so. Maybe they
have also visited a couple of website

On the next page we’ll recommend the

pages. Or clicked on a particular ad on

best-in-class software to do all this, but

social media. Digital marketing channels

the key to remember here: automate your

allow you to collect a ton of knowledge

conversion paths. There’s not enough

on your leads. Use it to really tailor your

time to do this manually.

message, as this can really boost your
conversion rates.

Don’t forget to disqualify
If someone doesn’t open any email of

Be aware that personalization goes far

your follow-up flow, disqualify them.

beyond ‘Dear [First Name]’. We’re talking

They’re clearly not interested. If someone

about different argumentation, adapted

reads all your emails but doesn’t buy.

language, smart content and more

Reach out to them directly, if they still

wizardy!

don’t respond, disqualify them. Don’t
forget to disqualify leads that downloaded

Automate

your content offer but show no signals to

At this point, you might be thinking: “How

buy, no matter what you try. You don’t

the hell am I suppose to do all this?”. The

want to waste money, efforts or your

answer is: you can’t. Not unless you have

sales team’s valuable time on leads that

the right marketing technology in place.

are not going to buy anyway.

Make sure you have a CRM system in
place that is linked to your contact forms.
If possible, add a powerful marketing
automation system that can use the data
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Step 6
Conversion path

About marketing automation

tripadvisor-like website, for business

The marketing automation industry is

software with +1,000,000 reviews.

growing rapidly. With so many different

(Click here for a larger version)

options available, we wanted to share our
recommendation.
Especially as a new or small business,
you might be overwhelmed by all the
options and look into free or almost free
solutions. However, we recommend not
to save on this essential element in your
marketing mix. After all, a marathon
runner is not going to save on his

The grid shows that both HubSpot and

running shoes either. This is the engine

ActiveCampaign outperform all their

that will keep your entire lead generation

competitors. Even big names such as

system running, so don’t go for the

Oracle and Marketo. We highly

cheapest solutions immediately.

recommend HubSpot, as it comes with
a free CRM and integrates perfectly with

So what do you do? Create a list of the

commonly used marketing software. The

features that you REALLY need and a list

knowledge-base and HubSpot user

of nice to haves. Do this with your sales

community are other reasons to consider

and marketing team. Ask them the

the platform.

question: “what will make your life
easier?” Then analyze the different

Disclaimer: Great Scott! is not linked to

options. The image on this page can help

HubSpot or any other platform. This is

you as it provides an overview of all

our honest opinion, we don’t receive any

popular marketing automation solutions.

incentive if you start using any of the

This grid is a screenshot from G2, a

platforms we recommend.
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Step 6
Conversion path

Finally, let’s look at an example of a

leads to register for a test drive. The

conversion path. We’ll continue with our

length of the flow is approx. 4 weeks, the

example on page 22. So this conversion

average length of the sales cycle of our

path starts after someone completed a

car dealership.

car configuration. We now want these
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Step 7
Create
your content
At this point, you defined your conversion

trying to grow your business. Content is

point and the path every lead should

just one of the means to get you there.

follow after the download. That’s
awesome! You can now start converting

In these type of strategies, the most

the low-hanging fruit. The people who are

important role of your content is to

already interested in your business and

generate quality traﬃc to your

are visiting your website.

conversion point(s).

But it doesn’t end here. You need more if

That’s why it’s important to create content

you want to roll-out a profitable and

that fits the questions your buyer

scaleable content marketing strategy. It’s

personas have and answers these

now time to start creating content.

questions.

A few important remarks about content in

If you do this successfully, you generate

this particular context. You are creating

traffic from SEO, social media and

content to influence the decision making

referrals in no time.

process of potential leads. So content
shouldn’t just be fun. It’s OK if it is and if

While this sounds very easy, it requires a

that fits your buyer persona and brand

lot of time, dedication and efforts to get it

story, but in this case, it’s not your goal to

right. So hold on to your butt, we’re

create “fun stuff for the internet”. You’re

sharing more advices on the next pages!
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Step 7
Content creation

Content exists in all shapes and all

free. So no registration is required to

formats. From a plain and simple tweet

access it. Content can be paid (e.g.

to an elaborate blog article with over

advertising) or organic and it can appear

10,000 words. It can be anything. On this

on any online marketing channel.

page, you can find a list of the most
common types of content that we

Our key advice is, similar to our content

recommend in our marketing plans.

offer advice on page 18, to create
content that matches the media

In this context, we define ‘content’ as any

consumption of your buyer persona.

type of information that is available for

Content
_
Common types and formats

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blog articles
Website pages
Emails
Facebook posts (multiple formats)
Facebook ads (multiple formats)
Instagram posts (multiple formats)
Instagram stories
Linkedin posts (multiple formats)
Linkedin ads (multiple formats)
Tweets
Guest blog articles
Medium article
Slideshare presentation
Youtube Video
TikTok Video
Live video
Pinterest content
Direct mail / email
(Automated) chat conversations
Forum discussions
…
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Step 7
Content creation

Two types of content are essential in a

Of course, SEO is bigger than blogging

modern content marketing strategy: blog

and it probably deserves its own

articles and video content. We’ll

dedicated white paper, as it’s too

explain why they are so important.

elaborate, complex and important to
squeeze into one paragraph here. But we

Please not that these types of content

want to make sure that you understand

can exist on different platforms.

the value of blogging in a modern
marketing mix.

Let’s look at blogging first.
”Companies that use blogging are 13x

If you want people to find you and if your

more likely to see a positive marketing

conversion rate benefits from a well

ROI.” (OptinMonster)

informed audience, you have to start
blogging. More importantly, you have to

Blogging is still one of the most powerful

start blogging about the right topics with

content marketing formats. The reason is

the right format. If you don’t know where

plain and simple: Google loves it.

to start, list your products and services

Blogging - if you do it right - checks

and answer the following 7 questions for

almost all the boxes Google requires to

each product or service, as they are the

rank high in the search results. It’s the

key questions that shape any decision:

perfect way to generate traffic, as Google
is still the place to be if you are looking for

• What is it?

answers. So focus on blogging and make

• How does it work?

sure you write your blogs with our blog

• What are potential risks?

quality checklist. You’ll cover all the

• Are their any people like me using it?

essential basics to rank in Google.

• What are popular alternatives?
• Who is the best provider?
• What will it cost me?
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Con tent off er
DOWNLOAD YOUR
FREE BLOG QUALI TY
CH EC KLIS T
DOWNLO AD YOUR COPY →

A l ot of comp anies embraced blogging as a
pa rt of t hei r content marketing strategy. But
many of these companies struggle. They don’t
see real results from their blog articles. No
traffi c. No l eads. No R OI . This blog qualit y
checkli st i s an overvi ew of all best practi ces
we’ve col l ected over the past few year s dur ing
our proj ects. It i ncludes hands-on tips and
tri cks for S EO, structure, conversion,
mult imed ia, content qual ity, etc.

Step 7
Content creation

Contrary to what most people think,

related video content weekly. So if you

people are still reading online. Blogging

want to influence the decision-makers,

still has its place in a content marketing

you’ll have to invest in video content.

strategy. But there’s another type of
content that can boost your results:

Video content allows you to create more

video.

impact in the entire buyer’s journey. It can
boost your closing rate with 20%! Tools

”Companies that use video generate 66%

such as Bonjoro can help to achieve this

more qualified leads.” (Oberlo)

by adopting video in marketing and sales
follow-up.

Video plays an important role in almost
every digital channel. Social media
platforms such as Facebook, Linkedin
and Instagram are actively promoting
video content through their algorithms.
Platforms such as Youtube, TikTok and

Screenshot from bonjoro.com

Twitch are build on (live) video content. So
if you want to draw attention to your

Video is powerful as it requires very low

products and services, video is the way

effort to consume and can transfer a lot

to go.

of information.

But there’s more. Video is not just fun and

Investing in the killer-combination of both

games on social media platforms.

video content and blog articles, that

Research by Forbes and Google has

generates quality traffic to your content

indicated that 75% of the C-suite (CEO,

offer, is absolutely the way to go if you

CIO, CMO, basically all important job

want to grow continuously through

titles in an organization) watch work-

content marketing.
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Step 7
Content creation

Creating a lot of content can be

After 90 days they’re out of time. They

challenging. It requires dedicated time,

only have social media posts that draw

budget and skills. Especially if you’re

attention, but they are not generating

trying to stick to the 90-days routine.

leads. The content leads to nowhere, as
there was not enough time to create

However, we noticed that most

content offers. Even if they create the

companies create content in the ‘wrong

converting content, it caused a lot of

order’. They start with the fun stuff: the

stress, frustrations and after-hours work.

social media posts and the awareness

You can avoid this by flipping the

content. They spend a lot of time on

funnel:

producing low-value, awareness content.
The ‘wrong order’

The ‘right order’

By flipping the funnel, you create your

part of your content offer. If you have your

content offer first. This makes it easier to

blog articles, it’s easy to create creative

come up with ideas for blog articles. They

variations of an article. This is a very easy

are usually derivates, summaries or in-

to implement way-of-working that will

depth pieces of content on a particular

boost your productivity.
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Step 7
Content creation
Our general rules of thumb for boosting your content creation productivity
Leads
to
Format
If Existing
you flip that
funnel, you focus
on the
high value content first. You’re starting
with the conversion point and work you’re
Min. 5 blog articles
way
up. Even
if you run out of time or out
1 White
paper
or eBook
of budget,
you’ll still be able to convert
Min. 1 infographic
the low-hanging fruit. After all, you
created the conversion point.
Min. 1 video / image
summary for social
In terms of productivity, this also has a
positive effect. Since you’ve
Min. 10already
social media
posts that you’re
created the piece of content
referring to, you can easily create a blog
1 Blog
1 content
email offer
article
thatarticle
summarizesMin.
your

Productivity tips & tricks
• 1 blog: why you’re writing the offer
• 1 blog: the conclusion of the offer
• 3 blogs: the key chapters/parts
• Visual summary of the main storyline
of the white paper/eBook
• Video summary of the main storyline
of the white paper/eBook
• Every title, subtitle, image, quote, fact,
number, conclusion or call-to-action =
1 post.
• Announcement of the blog article to a
relevant segment of your database

or a series of social media posts that
highlight the different chapters of your
Optional: 1 podcast
content offer. It also helps to use the

• Recording of someone reading the
blog article out loud.

same wording and to make sure that your
Min.
content offer
entire content campaign
is 1connected
and perfectly in sync.

• Recording of the webinar

Min. 5 blog articles
To demonstrate the value of this simple

• 1 blog: why you did the webinar
• 1 blog: conclusion of the webinar
• 3 blogs: the key chapters/parts

yet effective trick, we’llMin.
share
some
real
1 slideshare
1 Live webinar
life examples and guidelines
we use
presentation

• The presentation / keynote, shown in
the webinar

internally.
Min. 1 podcast

• Recording of the audio of your
webinar

Min. 10 social media
posts

• Every remarkable quote, title, image,
fact, number, conclusion or call-toaction = 1 post.
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Step 8
Promote
your content
You created all this amazing content, hit

We recommend spending as much time

the publish button… and nothing

on content promotion, as you have spent

happens…

on creating the content itself. If a blog

Even is you see a short increase in traffic

article took 5 hours to write, you’ll now

- or if you’re lucky even a few leads - the

have to spend 5 hours to promote it. If a

effect will be temporary. Unless you invest

tweet took you 2 minutes, 2 minutes of

in content promotion, your results will not

content promotion will do.

last and your efforts (and marketing

This is a very efficient rule of thumb that

budget) will be wasted.

will help you to focus your promotion
efforts on the content that really matters

At Great Scott! we’re interested in long-

and provide high value.

term, sustainable growth. In order to
achieve that, you need to plan your

In the final step of this framework, we’ll

content promotion. You need to plan it in

guide you through our final tool: the

the long term.

content promotion plan.

It’s important that you understand that

This is the final step towards online

online marketing success is never a

marketing success. You already created

coincidence. It requires hard work and a

high-value content that fits your

lot of planning and calculations. This is a

audience’s needs, now it’s time to get

key step that is often underestimated.

your content out there.
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“

The ti me you spend on
creating a piece of content
is the amo unt of time you
shou ld spe nd on promoting
th at piec e of content.

Step 8
Content promotion

A content promotion plan provides a

The most basic version of our content

weekly overview of all the content

promotion plan consist of three columns:

promotion activities you and your team
are going to perform.

1. The task: what are we going to do?
Try to describe it as detailed as possible

You can easily create it in Excel,

in order to plan your resources and your

Numbers, Google Spreadsheets or even

budget. “5 tweets on company profile” is

in your project management software.

a better description than “Publish on
Twitter”.

STATUS

ESTIMATED
RESULTS

5 tweets on company profile

Completed

49 clicks

2 tweets on personal profile

Completed

27 clicks

1 Linkedin Post on company profile

Completed

54 clicks

Postponed to week 2

1.290 clicks

Ongoing

8 clicks

Completed

237 clicks

1/2 Completed

27 clicks

1 Linkedin Article (+ Share on company profle)

Planned

721 clicks

1 Email to Former clients-database

Planned

187 clicks

10 Comments on Youtube videos

Planned

7 clicks

TASK
Week 1

Email to Leads-database
Week 2
Send 10 Linkedin DM’s
1 Facebook Traffic Ad (Media budget: € 50)
2 tweets on personal profile
Week 3

Example of a content promotion plan
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Step 8
Content promotion

2. Status: are we doing it?

visits on that article to reach your content

Usually, there are a lot of ideas to

marketing objectives. If the sum of the

promote your content. But most of those

estimated results is only 500, you need a

ideas are often not executed due to a

lot more content promotion ideas.

lack of time or resources. Make sure you
have a column with the status of each

But how do you estimate the results? It

task, so you have a clear overview of

depends on the channel. Some channels

everything that is going on, and wether or

provide reliable benchmarks, but we

there are any issues. You can use your

recommend to look at your historical

own status-terminology, but we

results: analyze an email lists average

recommend the following:

click-through-rate, check the average

• Not started yet

clicks your tweets got in the past 30

• Ongoing

days, analyze the results of similar

• Planned or Scheduled

Facebook traffic ads. You’ll quickly get a

• Completed

reliable estimate of the potential impact of

• Postponed to [new date]

your content promotion offers.

• Cancelled
As mentioned before, these three
3. Estimated results: potential impact?

columns are the basic version of the

This is the key column in the promotion

content promotion plan. Depending on

plan. It helps to estimate the potential

the size of your team, the different roles

impact of all your content promotion

and responsibilities or the complexity of

efforts. It also helps to see if you need to

your marketing strategy you might include

plan more tasks, or if you can afford to

other columns such as: “Who’s

drop a few.

responsible?”, “Paid, owned or Earned”,

Imagine you created a new blog article

“Media budget”, “Targeting”, “Results”

and you calculated that you need 1,000

etc.
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Step 8
Content promotion

How do you know which channels to

your buyer persona. If the channel is not

use in your content promotion

relevant to your audience, don’t use it. If

strategy?

you’re trying to reach male teenagers

Many companies asked this question

who like gaming then Twitch and Youtube

before. The answer is simple: the

are the place to be. Pinterest and

channels your audience is using.

Facebook might be less relevant. If you’re
targeting busy C-level profiles, then

In step 2, you defined your buyer

Youtube and Apple’s podcast app are a

personas. This also included the primary

great addition to your promotion plan.

channels they are using. This is your
starting point.

As you can see, the sky is the limit. It
heavily depends on your audience.

But try to look for new, or more niche/
creative channels as well. Most

It’s very important that you don’t limit

companies publish their content on

yourself. On average, it takes 21 days to

Facebook, Instagram, Twitter or Linkedin.

form a new habit. So if you’re trying to

They send out email newsletters

influence the behavior of your target

occasionally. But there are more

audience, adding an additional channel to

possibilities to get your content out there.

the mix, won’t hurt your business. It can
only increase your presence in the daily

Consider platforms such as Reddit,

life of your audience.

Medium or Quora for blogs or Q&A-style
content. Look into Soundcloud, Youtube

Don’t be afraid to experiment with new

and Spotify to grow the reach of your

channels. If it works, it works. If it doesn’t,

podcast. Use messaging platforms such

then you know that you don’t have to

as Telegram, Messenger and Whatsapp.

focus on that channel.

Advertise on Pinterest, Tinder, Happn or
in mobile-games. But always think about
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Good luck
That’s it. That’s our content marketing

Content marketing success requires a lot

strategy framework. These are the 8 key

of work, dedication and patience. But it is

steps you need to grow your business

a very rewarding and profitable road

with content marketing.

towards long-term, sustainable growth.

Of course, each step has a lot more

So good luck,

secrets, tips and tricks. But we sincerely

we hope you succeed in outperforming

hope that this guide will help you to take

your competition.

the first steps, in the right order while
being fully aware of the most common

And don’t hesitate to reach out with any

pitfalls.

questions about content marketing.
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Get in touc h
Let us he lp you to
succeed with content
marketing
Contact Great Scott! →

You might get stuck. Maybe you don’t have enough
time, people or the right marketing skills. Or maybe
you just want a sparring partner.
Don’t hesitate to send us your challenge. We help, teach
and inspire companies to get the most out of content
marketing. Since our official launch in 2016, we've
completed over 75 content marketing projects, for
companies such as Nike, Van Geloven and
AreTheyHappy.
We’re here to help you succeed as well.

“ROAD S? WHERE
WE ARE GO ING ,
WE DON’T NEED
ROADS. ”
D r. E m m e tt Bro w n, Bac k To Th e F utu re

Content Marketing
Strateg y Framework
All r ig ht s reserved: Great Scott! BV BA
The rights of all Back To The Fut ure im ag es belo ng to their respective ow ners . We hav e no i ntent to claim otherwise
or abuse their rights. We wa nt to ho nor the be st movie ever made and s hare o ur pas s io n w ith th e world..

